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Abstract
In [Maximal periodic two-dimensional arrays over Galois rings, preprint, 2000, submitted for
publication] we obtain a trace expression for maximal periodic two-dimensional arrays over Ga-
lois rings. In this paper, based on the trace expression, we deduce a complete characterization
for the generator polynomials of the characteristic ideal of maximal periodic arrays. This charac-
terization explicitly gives a simple polynomial construction method for such characteristic ideals.
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1. Introduction
In [4] we deduce the upper bound of the periods of two-dimensional periodic arrays
over Galois rings and obtain a trace expression for maximal periodic arrays over Ga-
lois rings (Theorem 1 quoted below). Such arrays are analogies of maximal periodic
arrays over <nite <elds (m-arrays [7,11]), and may be used in communication such
as two-dimensional position location, mask con<gurations [11] and digital signal se-
quences [1,12,13], in coding theory [2,5,10], and in cryptographic key generation [3].
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However, the expression in Theorem 1 involves elements of an extension ring, which
are common roots of the characteristic ideal of maximal periodic arrays, and this may
be inconvenient for applications. In this paper we consider the generator polynomials
of the characteristic ideal of such maximal periodic arrays and give a complete charac-
terization of the generator polynomials. This characterization explicitly gives a simple
polynomial construction method for such characteristic ideals.
2. Preliminaries
Let R = GR(pe; d) be the Galois ring with characteristic pe and residue <eld F =
Fq, where q = pd. R is a local ring with maximal ideal pR. There exists a unique
unrami<ed extension ring S of R of degree t, and S = GR(pe; dt). Let G· denote the
natural homomorphism modp from S to E=Fqt (∼= S=pS) and the one from R to Fq(∼=
R=pR). The two homomorphisms can be naturally extended to a homomorphism from
S[x] to E[x] and a one from R[x] to F[x], respectively. For a; b∈R, let a ≡ b (modp)
denote a− b∈pR. For the details of Galois ring, see, e.g., [9].
Let S = {a∈R : aqt = a} be the Teichmuller system of S. Then S \ {0} is a cyclic
multiplicative group of order qt − 1, and S = Fqt . Any a∈ S has a unique p-adic
expression a= a0 +pa1 + · · ·+pe−1ae−1, where ai ∈S . The Frobenius automorphism
 of S over R acts on a by (a)=aq0 +pa
q
1 + · · ·+pe−1aqe−1; ai ∈S . The Galois group
Gal(S=R) of S over R, which is the set of all automorphisms of S <xing elements of
R, is a cyclic group of order t and is generated by . The trace map TrSR of S over R
acts on a by TrSR(a)= a+(a)+ · · ·+t−1(a).  induces the Frobenius automorphism
of Fqt over Fq, which is denoted by G, as follows:
G( Ga) = (a) = aq0 = a0
q = Gaq:
We consider two-dimensional arrays A= (akl)(k; l)∈Z2 over R, akl ∈R. Let R[x; y] be
the polynomial ring over R of two indeterminates. Let R be the set of all arrays
over R. R is naturally an R[x; y]-module where f(x; y) =
∑
cijxiyj ∈R[x; y] acts on
A= (akl)(k; l)∈Z2 ∈R to get fA= (
∑
cijai+k; j+l)(k; l)∈Z2 ∈R. For an ideal I of R[x; y]
and a subset G of R, let (I; R) denote the set of arrays over R annihilated by all
polynomials in I , and I(G; R) the set of polynomials of R[x; y] annihilating all arrays
in G. (I; R) is an R[x; y]-module, and I(G; R) is an ideal of R[x; y]. I(G; R) is called
the characteristic ideal of the array set G. If G= {A} is a set of a single array A, then
I(G; R), also written as I(A; R), is called the characteristic ideal of A. An ideal I of
R[x; y] is called periodic if I contains polynomials of the form xr − 1 and ys − 1 with
r; s¿ 0. An array A is called periodic if its characteristic ideal I(A; R) is periodic.
For a periodic array A=(akl)(k; l)∈Z2 , a vector (r; s)∈Z2 such that ar+k; s+l=akl holds
for any (k; l)∈Z2 is called a period vector of A. All period vectors of A form a lattice
of Z2 of rank 2, denoted by LA. The absolute value of the determinant of the 2 × 2
matrix formed by the 2 vectors of any Z-basis of this lattice is called the period of
A, denoted by per(A), which is independent on the choice of Z-basis since two such
bases are Z-linear equivalent. LA always has a so-called x-standard Z-basis of the form
{(u; 0); (w; v)}, where u; v¿ 0 and 06w¡u. Obviously, per(A) = |Z2=LA|= uv.
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Theorem 1 (Hu and Pei [4]). Let I be a periodic ideal of R[x; y], dimF ( GI ; F) = t,
R=GR(pe; d), S =GR(pe; dt), F = Fq = Fpd , and E = Fqt . Then for any A∈(I; R),
per(A)6p2(e−1)(qt − 1) (1)
and that the equality in (1) holds for some A∈(I; R) if and only if there exist
&; '∈ S \ pS such that
(i) { G&i G'j|(i; j)∈Z2}= E \ {0};
(ii) Set &=&0(1+p&1+ · · ·+pe−1&e−1), '='0(1+p'1+ · · ·+pe−1'e−1), &i; 'i ∈S .
Then as elements of E, {&1; '1} is Fp-linear independent, and in addition, if
p= 2¡e, no F2-linear combination of &1 and '1 is 1; and
(iii) For any A= (akl)(k; l)∈Z2 ∈(I; R), there exist (∈ S such that for any (k; l)∈Z2,
akl = TrSR((&
k'l): (2)
Furthermore, if the equality in (1) holds, then for general 0 = A∈(I; R), per(A)=
p2(k−1)(qt−1), where k is the minimal integer k such that 16 k6 e and (∈pe−kS. (k
is also the minimal integer k such that 16 k6 e and that {akl|(k; l)∈Z2} ⊆ pe−kR.)
Denition 1. Let I be a periodic ideal. If the equality in (1) holds for some A∈(I; R),
then I is called maximal periodic and any A∈(I; R) with per(A) =p2(e−1)(qt − 1) is
called a maximal periodic array.
3. Generator polynomials of characteristic ideal of maximal periodic arrays
Lemma 1. Let F=Fq, E=Fqt , &; '∈E \{0}, and Fqu and Fqv be the minimal sub?eld
of E containing & and ', respectively. Suppose E \ {0} is generated by & and ' as a
multiplicative group. Then u= t or v= t.
Proof. The homomorphism of groups from the outer direct product 〈&〉×〈'〉 to E\{0},
mapping (&i; 'j) to &i'j, shows that |E \{0}|= |〈&〉| · |〈'〉| · |〈&〉∩〈'〉|−1. Let rd and sd
be the order of & and ', respectively, and gcd(r; s)=1. Set h=qt−1. Since E\{0} is a
cyclic group generated by primitive element, say (, we have 〈&〉=〈( h=rd〉, 〈'〉=〈( h=sd〉
and 〈&〉 ∩ 〈'〉= 〈( h=d〉. Thus, h= rd · sd ·d−1 = lcm(ord(&); ord(')). Set u= ac, v= bc,
and gcd(a; b) = 1. Then qt − 1 divides lcm(qac − 1; qbc − 1). Since u and v divides t,
abc divides t. From qabc − 16 (qac − 1)(qbc − 1), we have a = 1 or b = 1. If a = 1,
then Fqt = F[&]['] = Fqc ['] = Fqbc , and we have bc = t. If b = 1, similarly, we have
ac = t.
Denition 2. An (n; m;R)-pair is a pair of polynomials f(x)∈R[x] and g(x; y)∈R[x; y]
such that f(x) is monic and of degree n, g(x; y) is of the form
ym +
n−1∑
i=0
m−1∑
j=0
gijxiyj;
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Gf(x) is irreducible over F = R=pR, Gf(0) = 0, and that Gg(x; y) is irreducible over
F[x]=( Gf(x)) as a polynomial of y, Gg(x; 0) = 0 as an element in F[x]=( Gf(x)).
Theorem 2. With the notation R; t; I; &; '; &i; 'i; F; E be as in Theorem 1 such that the
equality in (1) and (2) hold. Then there exist a factor n of t and an (n; t=n;R)-pair
(f(x); g(x; y)) such that
I = 〈f(x); g(x; y)〉 and f(&) = g(&; ') = 0;
or
I = 〈f(y); g(y; x)〉 and f(') = g('; &) = 0:
Proof. Let Fqu and Fqv be the minimal sub<elds of E containing &0 and '0, respectively.
By Lemma 1, u = t or v = t. Let (i) be the Teichmuller system of GR(pe; di), and
u′ and v′ be the minimal superscripts i and j such that {&1; : : : ; &e−1} ⊆ (i) and
{'1; : : : ; 'e−1} ⊆ (j), respectively. Then {&1; : : : ; &e−1} ⊆ Fqu′ , {'1; : : : ; 'e−1} ⊆ Fqv′ ,
and u′ and v′ divide t. Thus, u′ divides u, or v′ divides v. Without loss of generality,
we suppose u′ divides u and u = n. By Hensel’s Lemma, we can lift the minimal
polynomial of &0 over F , which is of degree n, to get a monic polynomial over R
and of degree n, say f(x), such that f(&) = 0. Since Gf(&0) = f(&) = 0, Gf(x) is the
irreducible minimal polynomial of &0 over F . Set S1=GR(pe; dn). Then R[&]=S1, and
any element b of S1 is uniquely represented as b=
∑n−1
i=0 bi&
i, bi ∈R. If n= t, set m=1
and G(y)=ym+
∑m−1
j=0 bjy
j=y−' be the minimal polynomial of ' over S1. If n¡ t,
by Lemma 1, v′ divides t = v. By Theorem 1(i), Fqn ['0] = F[&0]['0] = F[&0; '0] = Fqt ,
set m= t=n. By Hensel’s Lemma, we can lift the minimal polynomial of '0 over Fqn
to get a monic polynomial over S1 and of degree m, say G(y), such that G(') = 0.
Similarly, GG(y) is irreducible over Fqn . Set
G(y) = ym +
m−1∑
j=0
bjyj; bj =
n−1∑
i=0
gij&i; gij ∈R
and
g(x; y) = ym +
n−1∑
i=0
m−1∑
j=0
gijxiyj:
Then g(&; ')=0. For any A∈(I; R), by Theorem 1(iii), A=TrSR(A1), A1=((&k'l)(k; l)∈Z2 .
From f(&) = g(&; ') = 0, we have that A1 is annihilated by f(x) and g(x; y). So,
A=
∑
∈Gal(S=R) (A1) is also annihilated by f(x) and g(x; y), and A∈(J; R), where
J = 〈f(x); g(x; y)〉. This implies (I; R) ⊆ (J; R). By Theorem 1(iii), there exist at
most |S| = qet arrays in (I; R). However, each array B in (J; R) is uniquely deter-
mined by the entries of B over
/(J ) = {(i; j)∈Z2 | 06 i¡n; 06 j¡m}
and |(J; R)| = |R|nm = qenm = qet . So, (I; R) = (J; R) and by Lu [8], I = J . The
theorem is proved.
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In the sequel, let (f; g) be an (n; m;R)-pair, &; '∈ S = GR(pe; dnm), and I =
〈f(x); g(x; y)〉. Assume f(&) = g(&; ') = 0, and express & and ' as in Theorem 1(ii).
We will deduce a suLcient and necessary condition that f(x) and g(x; y) generate
a maximal periodic ideal.
By the p-adic expression for elements in R, we have the following p-adic expressions
for f(x) and g(x; y):
f(x) = f0(x) + pf1(x) + · · ·+ pe−1fe−1(x); (3)
g(x; y) = g0(x; y) + pg1(x; y) + · · ·+ pe−1ge−1(x; y); (4)
where fi(x) and gi(x; y) have coeLcients in R,
degfi(x)¡ degf0(x) = n; degy gi(x; y)¡ degy g0(x; y) = m; ∀i¿ 1
and
degx gi(x; y)¡n; ∀i¿ 0:
For convenience, we say fi(x) and gi(x; y) are the ith p-adic component of f(x) and
g(x; y), respectively.
Let h(x; y) =
∑
(i; j)∈D bijx
iyj be an arbitrary polynomial in R[x; y], where D is a
<nite index set. De<ne 1h∈R[x; y] as
1h(x; y) =
∑
q!

p ∏
(i; j)∈D
kij!


−1 ∏
(i; j)∈D
(bkijij x
ikijyjkij); (5)
where the sum is over the tuples of nonnegative integers kij satisfying
∑
(i; j)∈D kij = q,
kij ¡q and pd−1|kij (recall that q= pd) and de<ne 2h∈R[x; y] as
2h(x; y) =
∑
(p− 1)!

 ∏
(i; j)∈D
kij!


−1 ∏
(i; j)∈D
(bkijij x
ikijyjkij); (6)
where the sum is over the tuples of nonnegative integers kij satisfying
∑
(i; j)∈D kij=p
and kij ¡p.
Lemma 2. (i) [14]
h(x; y)q ≡ h(xq; yq) + p1h(x; y) (modp2): (7)
(ii) Let 06 j¡p, k¿ 1, and (jpd)! = puv, gcd(v; p) = 1. Then
u= j(pd − 1)=(p− 1); v ≡ (−1)jdj! (modp):
(iii) Let 06 j0; j1; : : : ; jt ¡p and j0 + j1 + · · ·+ jt = p. Then
(pd)!
p(j0pd−1)! · · · (jtpd−1)! ≡
(p− 1)!
j0!j1! · · · jt! (modp):
(iv)
G1h(x; y) = G2h(x; y)p
d−1
: (8)
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Proof. It is trivial that (iii) follows (ii), and that (iv) follows (iii) and (i). To prove
(i), we expand
h(x; y)q =

 ∑
(i; j)∈D
bijxiyj


q
=
∑
q!

 ∏
(i; j)∈D
kij!


−1 ∏
(i; j)∈D
(bkijij x
ikijyjkij);
where the sum is over the tuples of nonnegative integers kij satisfying
∑
(i; j)∈D kij = q.
By Lidl and Niederreiter [6, Lemma 6.39], the index of the maximal power of p
dividing q!(
∏
(i; j)∈D kij!)
−1 is 0 if and only if some kij is q; and is ¿ 2 if some kij is
not divided by pd−1. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), let 3 = {1; 2; : : : ; jpd}. Since for any 06 i¡ jpd−1, the product of
the integers 1+pi; 2+pi; : : : ; and p−1+pi is congruent to −1 modulo p, the product
of all integers in 3 which are prime with p is congruent to (−1)jpd−1 ≡ (−1)j modulo
p. The product of the integers in 3 which are divided by p is pjp
d−1
(jpd−1)!. By
induction on d, we have
u= jpd−1 + jpd−2 + · · ·+ jp+ j = j(pd − 1)=(p− 1)
and
v ≡ (−1)jdj! (modp):
Let 4 denote the automorphism of Fq[x; y] mapping
∑
aijxiyj to
∑
apijx
iyj. Let
f(x)0 (x) be the formal diNerential of f0(x), and g
(x)
0 (x; y) and g
(y)
0 (x; y) be the formal
partial diNerentials of g0(x; y).
Lemma 3.
&p1 ≡
2f0(&0)− 4f1(&p0 )
&p0 4f
(x)
0 (&
p
0 )
(modp) (9)
and
'p1 ≡
2g0(&0; '0)− 4g1(&p0 ; 'p0 )− &p0 &p1 4g(x)0 (&p0 ; 'p0 )
'p0 4g
(y)
0 (&
p
0 ; '
p
0 )
(modp): (10)
Proof. By the fact that a root of an irreducible polynomial over a <nite <eld is not
a root of its formal diNerential, we have f(x)0 (&0) = 0 (modp) and g(y)0 (&0; '0) =
0 (modp). Let  be the Frobenius map of GR(pe; dn) over R. For any i=0; 1; : : : ; n−1,
i(&) = &q
i
0 + p&
qi
0 &
qi
1 + · · ·+ pe−1&q
i
0 &
qi
e−1
is a root of f(x). By (3), we have
f0(&
qi
0 + p&
qi
0 &
qi
1 + · · ·) + pf1(&q
i
0 + p&
qi
0 &
qi
1 + · · ·) ≡ 0 (modp2);
Expanding this equation,
f0(&
qi
0 ) + p&
qi
0 &
qi
1 f
(x)
0 (&
qi
0 ) + pf1(&
qi
0 ) ≡ 0 (modp2): (11)
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Since f0(&
qi
0 ) ≡ 0 (modp) and q¿ 2, f0(&q
i
0 )
q ≡ 0 (modp2). In particular, f0(&0)q ≡
0 (modp2). By (7),
f0(&
q
0) + p1f0(&0) ≡ 0 (modp2): (12)
By (11) and (12),
f1(&
q
0) + &
q
0&
q
1f
(x)
0 (&
q
0)− 1f0(&0) ≡ 0 (modp):
By Lemma 2(iv), taking the pth power on the both sides, we have
4f1(&
qp
0 ) + &
qp
0 &
qp
1 4f
(x)
0 (&
qp
0 )−2f0(&0)q ≡ 0 (modp)
and then taking the qth root on the both sides gives us
4f1(&
p
0 ) + &
p
0 &
p
1 4f
(x)
0 (&
p
0 )−2f0(&0) ≡ 0 (modp):
This deduces (9). The proof to (10) is similar.
For an (n; m;Fq)-pair (f0(x); g0(x; y)), we de<ne 5f0 ∈Fq[x] such that
5f0 ≡ (1f0)qnm−1 (mod 〈f0〉) (13)
and de<ne 5g0 ∈Fq[x; y] such that
5g0 ≡ (1g0)qnm−1 (mod 〈f0; g0〉); (14)
where 1f0; 1g0 ∈Fq[x; y] are de<ned similarly as in (5).
Denition 3. Assume (f0(x); g0(x; y)) is an (n; m;Fq)-pair and f1(x); g1(x; y)∈Fq[x; y].
We say that (f1; g1) is independent on (f0; g0) if for any (0; 0) = (a; b)∈F2p,
(axg(x)0 + byg
(y)
0 )f1 − (axf(x)0 )g1
= (axg(x)0 + byg(y)0 )5f0 − (axf(x)0 )5g0 (mod 〈f0; g0〉) (15)
and in addition in the case of p= 2¡e if
f1 = 5f0 + xf(x)0 (mod 〈f0〉); (16)
g(x)0 f1 + f
(x)
0 g1
= g(x)0 5f0 + f(x)0 5g0 + yf(x)0 g(y)0 (mod 〈f0; g0〉) (17)
and
(xg(x)0 + yg
(y)
0 )f1 + xf
(x)
0 g1
= (xg(x)0 + yg(y)0 )5f0 + xf(x)0 5g0 + xyf(x)0 g(y)0 (mod 〈f0; g0〉): (18)
Theorem 3. Assume (f(x); g(x; y)) is an (n; m;R)-pair and I = 〈f(x); g(x; y)〉. Rep-
resent f(x) as in (3) and g(x; y) in (4). Then I is a maximal periodic ideal if and
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only if
(i) Let u be the period of f0(x) and v = (qnm − 1)=u, then for any prime divisor r
of v, yv=r is not congruent to any monic monomial of x modulo 〈f0; g0〉; and
(ii) As polynomials over Fq, (f1; g1) is independent on (f0; g0).
Proof. By Lemma 2 of Hu and Pei [4], under the hypothesis of the theorem, there
exist &; '∈GR(pe; dnm) such that f(&) = g(&; ') = 0 and Theorem 1(iii) holds. We
prove the statements (i) and (ii) correspond to Theorem 1(i) and (ii), respectively.
Set E = Fqnm . Let v′ be the minimal positive integer such that G'v
′
is equal to some
power of G&, i.e., such that yv
′
is congruent to some monic monomial of x mod-
ulo 〈f0; g0〉. Since G& is of order u, for any two diNerent tuples (i; j) and (i′; j′)
with 06 i; i′¡u and 06 j; j′¡v′, we have G&i G'j = G&i′ G'j′ . Thus, the cardinality of
{ G&i G'j : (i; j)∈Z2} is uv′, and Theorem 1(i) is equivalent to say that v′ = v.
By Lemma 2(iv) and (13),
2f0(&0) ≡ 2f0(&0)qnm ≡ (2f0(&0)q=p)qnm−1p ≡ 1f0(&0)qnm−1p
≡5f0(&0)p (modp)
and similarly, 2g0(&0; '0) ≡ 5g0(&0; '0)p (modp). By Lemma 3 and taking the pth
root on the both sides of (9) and (10), we have
&1 ≡ AC (modp); and '1 ≡
B
D2
− D1
D2
A
C
(modp);
where
A= 5f0(&0)− f1(&0); B= 5g0(&0; '0)− g1(&0; '0)
and
C = &0f
(x)
0 (&0); D1 = &0g
(x)
0 (&0; '0); D2 = '0g
(y)
0 (&0; '0):
Then &1 is Fp-linear independent with '1 if and only if for any (0; 0) = (a; b)∈F2p,
b
A
C
− a
(
B
D2
− D1
D2
A
C
)
= 0 (modp);
reformulating it gives us
(a&0g
(x)
0 (&0; '0) + b'0g
(y)
0 (&0; '0))f1(&0)− (a&0f(x)0 (&0))g1(&0; '0)
= (a&0g(x)0 (&0; '0) + b'0g(y)0 (&0; '0))5f0(&0)
− (a&0f(x)0 (&0))5g0(&0; '0) (modp);
this gives (15). In addition, when p=2¡e, if no F2-linear combination of &1 and '1
is 1, then,
A
C
= 1 (mod 2); B
D2
− D1
D2
A
C
= 1 (mod 2); A
C
+
B
D2
− D1
D2
A
C
= 1 (mod 2);
processing similarly deduces respectively formulas (16)–(18).
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Remark 1. The ideal 〈f0(x); g0(x; y)〉 in Theorem 3(i) is a maximal periodic ideal
of Fq[x; y]. Such an ideal is an analogy of a primitive polynomial over Fq and is a
zero-dimensional prime ideal of Fq[x; y] with nonzero common zero of maximal period,
where the period of (&; ') is de<ned as the cardinality of {&i'j | (i; j)∈Z2}.
Lemma 4. Let (f0(x); g0(x; y)) be an (n; m;Fq)-pair. Assume f1(x); g1(x; y)∈Fq[x; y],
degf1¡n, degx g1¡n, and degy g1¡m. Then there are exactly q
n − 2 choices of
f1 and qnm−4 choices of g1 such that (f1; g1) is independent on (f0; g0) if 2=p¡e,
while exactly qn − 1 choices of f1 and qnm − p choices of g1 for the other cases of
(p; e).
Proof. Let 0 = &; '∈Fqnm such that f(&)=g(&; ')=0. Then (15) with a=0 and b = 0
is that f1(&) = 5f0(&), and there are exactly qn − 1 choices of such f1(x) since the
set of f1(x)∈Fq[x] with degf1¡n is one-to-one corresponding to Fq[&] = Fqn . For
such an f1(x), (15) with a= 1 is that
g1(&; ') = 5g0(&; ') + g
(x)
0 (&; ')
f(x)0 (&)
7+
b'g(y)0 (&; ')
&f(x)0 (&)
7;
where 7=f1(&)−5f0(&) = 0, and there are exactly qnm−p choices of such g1(x; y)
since 'g(y)0 (&; ') = 0 and the set of g1(x; y)∈Fq[x; y] with degx g1¡n and degy g1¡m
is one-to-one corresponding to Fq[&; '] = Fqnm . When 2 = p¡e, (16) is that
f1(&) = 5f0(&) + &f(x)0 (&): (19)
Since &f(x)0 (&) = 0, there are qn − 2 choices of eligible f1. Set
8= 5g0(&; ') +
g(x)0 (&; ')
f(x)0 (&)
7; 9=
'g(y)0 (&; ')
&f(x)0 (&)
7; and := 'g(y)0 (&; '):
Then (15) with (a; b) = (1; 0), (15) with (a; b) = (1; 1), (17) and (18) are respectively
that
g1(&; ') = 8; 8+ 9; 8+ :; 8+ 9+ ::
Since 9 = : by (19), 9 = 0 and : = 0, there are exactly qnm − 4 choices of such
g1(x; y).
Remark 2. Theorem 3 shows that whether or not 〈f(x); g(x; y)〉 is a maximal periodic
ideal of R[x; y] only depends on the lowest two p-adic components of f(x) and g(x; y),
i.e., f0(x), f1(x), g0(x; y) and g1(x; y), but does not depend on the other p-adic
components. To construct a maximal periodic ideal of R[x; y], we need select four
polynomials over Fq, say f0, f1, g0 and g1, such that f0(x) and g0(x; y) generate
a maximal periodic ideal of Fq[x; y], and that f1(x) and g1(x; y) are independent
on f0 and g0. By Lemma 4, there is a possibility close to 1 that (15)–(18) hold
when we are given f0 and g0 and choose f1 and g1 at random, and the choice
of f1 and g1 is nearly arbitrarily in their range, in particular for large q and for
large nm. In this sense, the choice of f0 and g0 is an essential step. Regard f0, g0,
f1 and g1 as polynomials with coeLcients in R, and select arbitrarily fi(x) and
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gi(x; y) with degfi ¡ degf0, degx gi ¡ degf0 and degy gi(x; y)¡ degy g0, 26 i¡ e,
combining the fi(x) and gi(x; y) according to (3) and (4), then we get two generator
polynomials of a maximal periodic ideal.
Example 1. Let R=Z=(2e)=GR(2e; 1), e¿ 3, R={0; 1}. Take f0(x)=x2+x+1∈F2[x]
and g0(x; y)=y2+xy+1∈F2[x; y], then 1f0(x)=x3+x2+x and 1g0(x; y)=xy3+y2+xy.
Computing by (13) and (14), we have 5f0(x) = 0 and 5g0(x; y) = xy+ y. Now (15)
with (a; b) = (0; 1); (1; 0) and (1; 1) become
f1 = 0; yf1 + g1 = y + xy; and g1 = y + xy
and (16)–(18) become
f1 = x; yf1 + g1 = y; and g1 = y:
Since degf1¡ 2, we can take f1(x) = x + 1 and g1 = 0; y + xy; xy or y, or take
f1(x) = 1 and g1 = xy; y + xy; 0 or y. Take f1(x) = x + 1 and g1(x; y) = 1, and take
arbitrarily a0; a1; b00; b01; b10, and b11 in R. Then by Theorem 3,
I = 〈x2 + (3 + 4a1)x + 3 + 4a0; y2 + (1 + 4b11)xy + 4b10x + 4b01y + 3 + 4b00〉
is the characteristic ideal of a maximal periodic array with period 15× 22(e−1).
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